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One of the most debated events of Hittite history
is what scholars have called the DaXamunzu-episode
(BRYCE 1990; VAN DEN HOUT 1994). This episode
falls right in the time of the Amarna Pharaohs,
some of whom – like Akhenaten and Tutan-
chamun – belong to the best-known figures of
Egyptian history. Nevertheless, and despite of the
extraordinary amount of sources that have come
to us, the 14th century B.C. remains in some
respects a poorly understood period of ancient
history. 

In Anatolia, the successful Hittite king Sup-
piluliuma, had just managed to lead his forces
into Syria and conquer most of its kingdoms,
above all the mighty empire of Mitanni. Here
again, the exact course of events it a matter of
debate, so is the chronology of Suppiluliuma’s
reign. He is just prepared to besiege Karkemiš,
the last remaining Mitannian stronghold, when
suddenly an envoy arrives carrying a letter from
the Egyptian court. Addressee is not the Pharaoh
but his wife, whose name is given as eaXamunzu in
the cuneiform accounts of this event. What the
Hittites obviously did not know was, that eaXam-
unzu was not the queen’s name but her Egyptian
title t#-HAm.t-nÈw (*t -HìAm.°t-nsw) “the royal consort”.
Be it as it may – the name or title is not, what
astonishes Suppiluliuma most, but the letter’s
contents. It begins with the words “My husband has
died”. The next sentences are so unbelievable,
that the king summons his courtiers for a special
meeting and exclaims “Such a thing has never ever
happened to me in the whole of  my life”. 

Let the so-called Deeds of Supiluliuma speak for
itself. Fragment number 28 states (KLINGER 2005;
HOFFNER 1997): 

“For in the meantime, their Lord NibXururi+as had
died, the queen of Egypt – who was eaXamunzu –
sent an envoy to my father, saying: “My husband
has died, but a son I do not have. But you, they say,
have many sons. If you give me one of your sons, he

will be my husband, for one of my servants, I will
never take and make him my husband.”

We are in the very lucky position, that the
original of this letter or a copy of it has been
found in the archives of the Hittite capital (ÄHK
1, see EDEL 1994). But even so, the crucial points
remain obscure. Who was this mysterious queen,
whose name has not been recorded? And who
was her husband, whose name is transcribed as
NibXururi+a or BibXururi+as in other (later and
more corrupt) sources? One should think, that
such a transcription of an Egyptian name in
cuneiform texts should be significant enough to
identify the person in question, but unfortunate-
ly it is not. Three problems arise in connection
with the interpretation of the cuneiform data:
First, the Egyptians only wrote the consonants of
their language. The vowels were omitted. Sec-
ondly, there is not just one king, whose name
would somehow fit to NibXururi+a, but three of
them. The three in question are Akhenaten,
Semenkhkare and Tutankhamun. And – last but
not least – in the case of Akhenaten, there are
three royal consorts to choose from. 

The scientific literature on who NibXururi+a

and DaXamunzu were, fills whole libraries. Let me
just recapitulate the most widespread opinions
(BREYER 2005: chapter D.V.7–8; BRYCE 1990, VAN

DEN HOUT 1994): Nicolas Reeves thinks, that
Nefertiti, Akhenaten’s widow, must have been
DaXamunzu, whereas Wolfgang Helck opts for
Akhenaten’s widow Kija. For Rolf Kraus, DaXam-
unzu can be no other person, than Meritation,
Akenaton’s widow after her marriage to
Semenkhkare. Wilhelm & Boese, on the other
hand, believe, that she must have been the latter’s
widow and Elmar Edel claims this to be the case
for Ankhesen-Amun, Tutankhamun’s widow, fol-
lowed by Kitchen, Brice and Van den Hout. I will
not go into further details.  Only some comments
may be allowed: although so much has been writ-
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ten on this topic, not one single study has been
devoted purely to the linguistic aspects involved.
Partly due to the fact, that the sources in question
are written in cuneiforms, and not many Egyptol-
ogists are capable of reading this script, parts of
the discussion have been dominated by specialist
of Near Eastern History, who – on the other hand
– are not trained to handle the severe problems
of Egyptian vocalization. Thus, one problem has
been the scholarly tradition, the gap between
Egyptology and Anatolian Studies. 

Another problem is that of method. Practical-
ly every opinion on the DaXamunzu-problem rest
on the reconstruction of its historical circum-
stances. But things should go the other way
round. As we have seen, nearly every so-called
“fact” in the Amarna age is based on sand. We
must not create arguments on the ground of
sometimes dozens of hypotheses and assump-
tions, but we must set aside the huge amount of
scholarly opinions, traces and weak arguments
such as the average travel-time of ancient oriental
envoys in comparison to Prussian ones, the sea-
son, in which the flowers on Tutankhamun’s cof-
fin must have been in blume or the accumulation
of interdependent synchronisms. The circum-
stances cannot tell us, who NibXururi+a actually
was, but the mentioning of his name can tell us,
when those events took place! In short – the only
secure way of solving the DaXamunzu-problem is
to investigate what Egyptian name cuneiform
NibXururi+a stands for. 

This is by no means an easy task. Before I
begin to bring forth my arguments, let me stress,
that there can be no doubt on the reliability of
cuneiform writings, as far as the transcription of
Egyptian language material is concerned. Even
though in some cases, certain errors, which can
all be explained, occur, the vast majority of thou-
sands of transcriptions confirm the general trust-
worthyness of such an investigations. 

At the same time, it cannot be allowed to
throw different ways of writing the same name in
one pot, as HESS has done in his Amarna Personal
Names (1993). 

Now back to the question STURM asked back in
1933 “Wer war Piphururiaš?”. The prenomen of
Akhenaten, Semenkhkare and Tutankhamun, as
those of other pharaohs of the 18th and 19th

dynastiy occur in the Amarna archives several
times and with several spelling variations. As I
have said before, HESS is of no help here, for he
groups them all under NabXururi+a, which is

Amenhotep III. and refers to Elmar Edel. But
Edel, in the article cited, does just the opposite.
He clearly states, that NabXururi+a was Amen-
ophis III., and NibXururi+a Tutankhamun. It was
KITCHEN (1985), who has lately pointed out, that
we must distinguish between the two variations.
And they can indeed be separated (BREYER 2005:
chapter D.V.7–8). 

If we now have a closer look on the Hittite writ-
ings, we notice, that the different scribes have
written NibXururi+as in one text and BibXururi+as in
another. This can be easily explained. The scribe
of the second text not only mixed up the relative-
ly similar looking signs <NI> and <BI>, he proba-
bly also made a hearing mistake. What remains,
after the Hittite nominative ending has been
removed is NibXururi+a. Curiously enough, emi-
nent scholars, such as HELCK (1971) have postu-
lated, that NibXururi+a be a mere variation of
NabXururi+a. But this is not so. It is true, due to
certain ambiguities, that we cannot tell for sure,
whether to read /b/ or /p/. But one thing is
clear: the difference between ä and ï, Nab- (d.h.
*nafir) and Nib- are two totally different words in
Egyptian. 

One major hint towards the meaning of Nab- is
the correspondence between the Egyptian and
Hittite court at the time of Ramesses and Hat-
tusili. Here, Ramesses’ wife writes to the Hittite
royal couple, and this time we can be definitely
sure about the identity of this woman. Cuneiform
Na-ap-te-ra can hardly represent anything but Nfr.t-
|r.| better known to us as Nefertari, Ramesses’
favourite wife.  The cuneiform script does not
know the consonant /f/, for that reason, /p/ was
written instead. Another name that consists of the
element nfr, this time from the Amarna letters, is
Ri-an-a-pa (EA 292:36; 315:13; 326:17), undoubt-
edly the equivalent of Egyptian Ro(.w)-nfr(.w) “Ra
is perfect”.  Thus, the cuneiform data alone points
to the equivalence <nab – nfr> /nav/ – /*nafir/. 

But we still have more evidence to come. If we
have a look at the last stage of the Egyptian lan-
guage, Coptic, we can find not a few derivations
of the stem nfr “good, perfect” (VYCICHL 1983: 150).
There is the masculine adjective noywe, its femi-
nine counterpart nowre and even the nominal-
ized form -nowR. As thousands of examples show,
the Coptic stressed long vowel /o/ always goes
back to the ancient Egyptian vowel /*a/. In some
cases, the Egyptian /*a/ remains even in Coptic,
and we are fortunate to have some examples of
this phenomenon with nfr. nawRào “mercyfull” lit-
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erally “good of face” and nayRtvre “skilful”, literal-
ly “good of hand” have retained the old vowel (VYCI-
CHL 1983: 151), because the syntagmatic stress is
on the last syllable. 

The final trump comes form the chronologi-
cally opposite direction – afroasiatic linguistics.
It is generally accepted, that afroasiatic partici-
ples have had the form qätil, i.e. first vowel: /a/,
second vowel: /i/. If we take for example Akkadi-
an, the active participle is pÁrisum, pÁristum, and
the verbal adjective is pàrsum, which goes back to
*pàrisum. In Egyptian, the verbal adjective Èà@im
and the participle Èä@im amalgamated and
became ÈäDim. Etymologically, the Egyptian stem
nafir”good” is related to Bedja náfir “sweet”with its
s-causative senafir “to sweeten” (VYCICHL 1983: 150). 

Next, we must have a look at the Egyptian
word Nib. It can only be the vocalized form of nb
“lord” (VYCICHL 1983: 138), for this is the only ele-
ment left from the royal names, that has any sim-
ilarity with the cuneiform writing. Its Coptic form
is nhb. For Coptic stressed h /ë/ there are two pos-
sibilities: it can either represent Old Egyptian
*/ï/ or */ü/. The Greek transcriptions of several
Egyptian names such as 

Necqn‹bis, Nektan‹bis NXt-nb=f Nektanebos
Cnoumë Nebi»b $nm(.w) o# nb #bw Chnum, der 

Große, Herr von
Elephantine

show, that in fact the vowel must have been */ï/.
This corresponds to all, we know of Egyptian
phonology, because, although Old Egyptian */ï/
generally remains ei in Coptic, in front of the
labials /m/ and /n/, it changes to h. In essence,
Coptic evidence show, that the Old Egyptian word
for lord must have been vocalized *nÍb. 

After this little excursion into the debth of
Coptic phonotactics, let us return to the Hittite
texts. Again a whole set of letters from the diplo-
matic correspondence between Hattusili and
Ramesses give us the last certainty on this matter.
EDEL (1994) has called them the insibia-letters, for
they have a very characteristic address-line begin-
ning with the egyptian title insibia “King of Upper
and Lower Egypt”. 

ÄHK Nr. 72 is the best preserved example of
these letters: 

1. umma insibia ni-ib IUasmu_aria

2. satipnaria DUMU dUTU (mär SamSi bzw. *siA-ria
[< *sì#-Rïouw]) IRiamasësa mä+ dAmäna

3. DINGIR-lì (ili bzw. näçar) LUGAL (šar bzw.
*H¯Q°w) URU.KIAna ŠEŠ (aXu [or Èàn]) ša

<d>AnXara Sa dIŠKUR (Adad, Haddu, Tessub, o.ä.
bzw. SuteX) irâm[šu].

1. Thus (speaks) the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt (nsw-bÌt), Lord of the Two Lands (nb-
t#.wÌ), Wasmuaria,

2. chosen of Ra (Ètp.n=Ro(.w)), Son of Ra (s#-
Ro(.w)) Ramesses (Ro(.w)-mÈÈ-Èw (Rïouw-masì+-
sa), beloved of Amun (mr+.y AImn(.w)),

3. the god (nçr), ruler of Heliopolis (HQ# Iwnw),
Bruder (Èn ?) of Anhara, whom the storm-god
(ÜtX ?) loves. 

As in all the other examples, one of the prin-
cipal titles of Egyptian Pharaohs, nb-t#.wÌ, Lord of
the Two Lands, is written with an i-vowel: nib täwa. 

From these collected arguments from the
Egyptian, from Coptic, Afroasiatic, Cuneiform
and Greek sources, we can conclude, that
cuneiform NibXururi+a can only be the cuneiform
transcription of Egyptian Nb-Xpr.w-Ro(.w), which is
Tutankhamuns prenomen (BREYER 2010c). As
Tutankhamun only had one wife, Ankhesena-
mun, she must have been the DaXamunzu-queen,
who wrote so desperately to Suppiluliuma. The
consequences for our understanding of ancient
oriental history are immense. We now have anoth-
er synchronism between Egypt and Anatolia and
the events of Suppiluliuma’s reign can be better
understood. 

The second part of my contribution presents
supplementary evidence for the identity of NibXu-

ruri+a with Tutankhamun. These further hints are
of two kinds. First comes a hittite loanword in the
Deeds of Suppiluliuma, nameley DaXamunzu’s letter
(BREYER 2010b). Secondly, we have a dagger
found in the tomb of Tutamkhamun, which defi-
nitely is of Anatolian origin and a Hittite ad-hoc
borrowing written on a wooden box from the
same tomb (BREYER 2010c). 

Let me begin with the DaXamunzu letter and
return to the Deeds of Suppiluliuma. As we have
seen, DaXamunzu requests one of Suppiluliuma’s
sons for marriage. Then, she adds one simple sen-
tence (KLINGER 2005; HOFFNER 1997; GÜTERBOCK

1956:94): 

tekri-wa naXmi 

The exact meaning of this syntagma can only be
guessed, for tekri- is a hapax legomenon in Hittite
(GÜTERBOCK 1956:94, g).  Therefore we have to
rely on the context. Fortunately, another part of
the same text paraphrases this sentence and the
well known Hittite word tapnumar “humiliation” is
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used. From this, it has been postulated, that tekri-
meant “shame, humiliation” or something similar
(TISCHLER 2000, 302).  If we look for tkr| in an
Egyptian dictionary, we will not be successfull at
all. But if we look for the German word “Scham” in
the index, our search will be rewarded. The price
in question is Egyptian k#t “Scham” (Wb. V, 106–7).

Can this lexeme be a possible equivalent of
cuneiform tekri-? The answer is: yes! To under-
stand why this is true, let us once again dive deep
into the problems of Egyptian language history. 

The middle consonant in k#t is a consonant
traditionally called “Aleph”. Only the recent
decades have made it clear, that this so-called
Aleph has nothing in common with its Semitic
counterpart, but must rather be considered a liq-
uida, i.e. /r/ or /l/ (PEUST 1990:127sqq). In most
cases, this Aleph has been reduced during the
Middle Kingdom, but in some instances, it
remained unchanged (PEUST 1990, 131–132). If
so, it was written with an internally complex gra-
phoneme, consisting of the traditional grapheme
Aleph and some kind of phonetic “update”, <r>
(KAMMERZELL 1995:LII–LIII) (Fig. 1). 

Luckily enough, the word k#t is often written in
such a manner (Wb. V, 107:10–11).

We are dealing with a word, borrowed in the
Amarna period, that is: a Late Egyptian lexeme.
One of the most characteristic aspect of Late
Egyptian is the definite article <t#>, which pre-
cedes its corresponding noun and was pro-
nounced /t -/, similar to Coptic t- (ZEIDLER

1995). The main reason for the introduction of
this genus marker is the reduction of wordfinal
syllables. The result was, that the feminin ending
<-t> was lost, leaving behind only some vocalic
hiat. All in all, we can therefore reconstruct the
pronunciation of <t#-k#.t> in the late 18th dynasty
as /*t -kr /, which corresponds perfectly to the
cuneiform data. 

The original meaning of <k#t> is “vulva”, but dur-
ing the Middle Kingdom, a very common seman-
tic shift took place. Late Egyptian /*t -kr /, is no
longer a concretum, but the abstract concept of
“shame” or “shamelessness”, especially when used as
a pejorative denomination of a woman (Wb.
101:14–15). We might compare this a to similar
usage of words like “cunt” or “bitch” in English. 

Unfortunately, the socio-linguistic level of this
word is not known. Therefore, we might explain
its occurrence in the Deeds of Suppiluliuma in two
different ways (Breyer 2010b): Either, the sen-
tence tekriwa naXmi is a translation of a direct quo-
tation from the queen’s original letter, where the
DaXamunzu switched into her mother tongue for
lack of an appropriate Akkadian word. Or, we
might postulate some sort of rhetoric master-
piece, implemented by the hands of the Hittite
editor of the Deeds. I really am not quite con-
vinced, whether an Egyptian queen of some dig-
nity would have used such a word as t#-k#t, but:
who knows? On the other side: words of sexual
connotation tend to be borrowed much more
often than their euphemistic nature might sug-
gest. One possible scenario is the use of such a
word in the Egyptian dominions in Syria and
Palestine, especially the ports. Maybe, Hittite tekri-
originated in seamen’s talk or in what is called Sol-
datensprache in German. Maybe, the author of the
Deeds used this word, to give his text an exotic
touch and – in the same way – stress the singular-
ity of the queens request and her desperateness.
Maybe, he could presuppose, that the readers or
rather – the listeners of his story knew about the
Egyptian origin of tekri- with all its implications. 

After so much speculation, let me now turn to
a more down to earth hint to the afore proposed
identity of NibXururi+a and Tutankhamun. One of
the daggers found in the tomb of this king, is of
distinctly Anatolian origin.  As my colleges from
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Near Eastern Archaeology tell me, the handle
and especially the upmost part is characteristic of
Anatolian weapons of this kind. For me as a
philologist, another find in the same tomb has
brought to light even more spectacular things.
Ironically, the object in question no longer exists,
but we still have its footprint, so to speak. The
tomb of Tutankhamun has been robbed in antiq-
uity, but the theives have been disturbed and
forced to leave most of the treasures behind.
From one of the many boxes, they took with them
one rather small object: a little basket made of
gold wire. We know this, because the priests who
were responsible for the burying were anchious
bureaucrats. Every box filled with precious things
was inscribed with an inventory. One of these lists
of content gives the name of such an object and a
brief description: (nb.w) made of gold – t-X-b-w-È#,
written with a determinative depicting a basket
(CERNÝ 1965:27) (Fig. 2).

The writing system used is what Egyptologists
call “group writing”. This is a specific subsystem of
Egyptian hieroglyphics used exclusively for ren-
dering foreign language material. For us, the use
of this subsystem is a clear indicator of the non-
Egyptian origin of t-X-b-w-È#. Since the lexeme in
question consists of four consonants, none of
which are typical morphological formants in their
position, a Semitic origin is highly unlikely (HOCH

1994, Nr. 537; WARD 1989). Hittite dictionaries,
thought, list a possible equation, that is: DUGta-
gapisa-. The corresponding determinative DUG

leads us to the somehow doggy translation “a con-
tainer” (TISCHLER 2001:160). 

You might argue, that t-X-b-w-È# and tagapisa-
are quite different, but in fact, they are not. Hit-
tite is an Anatolian language and – as such – the
indoeuropean distinction of plosives (voiced –
voiceless – aspirated) has been transformed into
an opposition: voiced/voiceless and fortis – lenis, the
latter being more distinct. On the other side,
Egyptian is a Semitohamitic language, where the
opposition is voiced – voiceless – emphatic (PEUST

1990). This explains, why the Egyptians would
have difficulties hearing the distinction between
some Hittite sounds (BREYER 2010a). At the same
time, Anatolian words with a simple laryngal are
often written with <g> in other writing systems
and vice versa, compare Pegasus – piXassa- or Perge
– ParXa (BREYER 2010a). We might therefore con-
clude safely, that Egyptian t-X-b-w-È# is derived
from Hittite tagapisa-.

The loanword t-X-b-w-È# is quite well-known
from Late Ramesside texts, some several hun-
dred years after the Amarna period (CERNÝ

1965:27). But here, it is spelled differently with a
stable orthography and has a rather different
meaning – it denotes huge baskets for carrying
goods, something like a pithos. How can we
explain this fact? The answer is quite simple: the
Late Ramesside word is a true loanword, securely
integrated into the Egyptian language, whereas
Tutankhamun’s t-X-b-w-È# is not. On the contrary:
tehebusa seems to be an ad-hoc transcription of the
Hittite word (SCHERNER 1994; VON POLENZ 1967). 

So, at the end of my contribution, allow me to
leave aside the subtle science of linguistics and
draw a more imaginative picture. From the Deeds
of Suppiluliuma, we know, that the hittite king sent
an envoy, Hattusa-zidi, to Egypt. His task was to
confirm DaXamunzus claim, that NibXururi+a had
no son. %attusa-zidi might have arrived just in
time for the burial to be sealed and one of Sup-
piluliumas’s presents, being of uppermost pres-
tige, found its way into the tomb. The Amarna let-
ters show, that presents from one great king to
another were accompanied by a written record of
their contents. The gifts themselves were labelled
as received and for this reason, one cuneiform
word or the other was transcribed. Since t-X-b-w-È#
was shut up in the chancellary and the tomb, this
lexeme had no chance to become an Egyptian
word. Centuries later, the same Hittite word was
borrowed again, but this time by merchants and
on a regular basis. I know this is highly specula-
tive, but a nice thought nevertheless.
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